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The Australian Bush Poetry Association Inc. was formed at a meeting in January 1994 at the Tamworth CM Festival. The purposes of our Association arc to: • Foster the publication of a Monthly N ewsletter to keep members informed of coming events and past results• Promote bush poetry as an art form in the entertainment field, both in the spoken word and as published verse.• Encourage competitions both w.ritten and spoken.Please complete this form and send it with payment to the Treasurer, Rosemary Baguley, 22/12 Taurus Rd Capalaba. Q. 4157. 
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There has come a cruel invader to these shores. so wide and free, An American crusader, causing vast catastrophe. Queensland Uni is dumbfounded, C.S.I.R.O.'s in shock, Federal Government's astounded, Peter Beattie's done his block. There's a fire ant invasion, and it's mighty hard to stop. It will take immense persuasion for their numbers all to drop. But we've now been dealt a scorcher by this dirty little pest, They've increased their savage torture in a way we never guessed. 

Then one ant attacked a poet, and almost before our eyes, And wouldn't you just know it - it's an ant that never lies! Not one soul has been exempted from this creepy crawly plan, And a union was attempted with Tim Shaw, the Demiel Man! But wait- there's more!" they shouted, all these ants with beaming smiles. Their genetic make up routed every salesman for miles. ,.,:.��.. And some more insect concoction was near all that we can take, They have interbred with locals, our Australian wildlife, �,,. It produced a used car auction when one ant bred with a snake!Like a gang of wild yokels, they are causing awful strife! - ,/1 Big Kev was mated with the queen, and that was when we sighted, It was in the laboratory that a careless poison spill, 
6

. _·· The biggest ant we'd ever seen, that screamed out, ''I'm excited".Started up this deadly story, so please listen if you will. " When our cricket team was mated, there were some awful clashes,It produced a mutant giant from this crawling little pest. - / They looked so ant-equated .. . but still brought home the ashes! And they grew so death-defiant with an awe-inspiring zest! Ian Thorpe tried to back-pedal from a fearsome stinging brute, Then they interbred with termites, and produced a hybrid louse, But now ants swim off with medals with our navy in pursuit! That stings with painful angry bites, then chews up half your house! Now they've bred with cockroaches, it's a vicious, scary plague, They will raid your house like poachers - but they can't play rugby league! And crossbred fire ant kangaroos now live upon our shores, Our national symbol we will lose - now there's jumping fire ants with claws. They are hirsute, bold and fearless, they will get you on the hop, They have feelers, but they're earless, and impossible to stop, Like some vile mutant Skippys - bouncing, biting polymorphs -Looking like a homeless hippie crossed with sea rats from the wharf! They go bounding round the outback like a plague of starving cats, .And assisted in their great attack by some that bred with bats! They swoop around the ceiling and they sting you with their tails, It's an awful, scary feeling when you hear their distant wails .. But this was not the end of their pillage and their rape, They have been so condescending and I feel there's no escape! For they bred with our koalas, it may be the last death-knell, Now we have "Fireantoalas" that can bite like flippin' hell! They may look so cute and charming with their feelers and their smile, But their temper is alarming like a flamin' crocodile! Some poor tourist was just eaten, he had come from Tokyo, Then the army called a meeting with the C.S.l.R.O. 'Cause a drone ant in the foyer of the Brisbane City Hall, Just mated with a lawyer and made the meanest ant of all! 

The Treasurer was smitten as he tried to send a fa,'{, And now everyone is bitten by this ant collecting tax! Then another with John Howard. we could not believe our eyes, Down upon us we were showered ... ants that won't apologise! We've been overrun by fire ants� it has gone away too far, 'Cause one vicious, stinging tyrant raped a silly big galah. Now we've really lost direction, it is sheer embarrassment. It campaigned the state election and now sits in parliament! These ants are talcing over, its time to run and flee, Formic acid supernova on a six-legged killing spree! .. How will it end?" I wonder, "Do we stand some sort of chance?" As our precious land Down Under is consumed by fire ants. Well we have one sure solution, so we can retaliate, A generic type pollution that we know the ants will hate, For we know why they migrated, and escaped out here to stay, They were almost devastated, by the worst disease today. We will breed this dread infection that will make them flee in fear, This will be our insurrection - yes, their time is drawing near. It's a hybrid clone of evil, that the devil's hand has sealed, Wicked, nasty, and, primeval, it will make them bow and yield. We shall introduce this vermin that will signal their demise, And deliver this dread sermon as we hear in tortured cries. They will suffer these cancers. scream in pain forever more ... We've bred a million line dancers - that will clear their nests for sure! 
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